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Esperanza ERW013 TV mount 14-50 inches
The Esperanza ERW013 TV mount is a practical solution for those looking for a simple and effective way to hang a TV between 14 and 50
inches on the wall. This metal mount is easy to install and provides stable support for your TV.
 
Fits a wide range of TVs
One of the key features of this mount is its compatibility with TVs of different sizes. Thanks to its compatibility with the VESA 75x75 -
200x200 standard,  this  is  a versatile mount that can be adjusted to fit  many TV models.  There's no need to worry about complicated
installations or specialized tools - the Esperanza ERW013 is easy to install and includes mounting accessories and a practical spirit level
that makes it easy to level the mount.
 
Minimalist design
The minimalist design of this mount makes it blend in perfectly with any interior. In addition, the low weight of the mount (380g) means
that it does not overload the wall. This is a practical solution that will allow you to enjoy your favorite TV programs in a comfortable and
aesthetically pleasing way.
 
The power of advantages
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Esperanza ERW013 is a mount that will meet the expectations of those looking for a simple and solid solution for hanging a TV. With its
help, you can create a comfortable place to watch TV without the need for specialized personnel. User-friendly, this mount is ready to go
and serve for many years.
 
 
BrandEsperanzaModelERW013Screen  size14-50  inchesHolder  loadmax.  25kgVESA  standard75  x  75  -  200  x  200mmDistance  of  the  TV
from the wall24mmMountingto wallWeight of the mount380g

Preço:

Antes: € 3.9975

Agora: € 3.00

Modelismo, Acessórios para computadores, Live FPV preview, TV mount, Acessórios
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